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To be completed by the grantee

1. Academic activities carried out at the host university

Please give a brief description of the academic activities performed at the host university and the knowledge received thanks to the training emphasizing on your performance and the outcomes.

Firstly I would like to thank to CHINLONE Project, “Connecting Higher Education Institutions for a New Leadership On National Education-CHINLONE” for inviting me to visit the University of Granada to participate in the Staff Mobility Week organized in the framework of the Erasmus+ KA2 CBHE project at the University of Granada from 7th to 18th October 2019.

Secondly I was satisfied with the chance of learning the curriculum and teaching methodologies of the University of Granada especially from the faculty of Economics. Thirdly we would more satisfy than now if we got the training or participated the workshop as we expected.
2. Your stay at the host university

Please describe your stay and personal experience at the host university, e.g. interaction with local staff including fellow professors and researchers.

I would like to appreciate all of the responsible person for the arrangement before and during the visiting period. Especially for travelling and accommodation, Aurora, Director of the Data, Information and Prospective Office, and also Inma and Irene arranged for all of us. Lecturers of Environmental Education and Curriculum Innovation shared their knowledge. Professors from Faculty of Economics, Faculty of Marketing, Faculty of Accounting and Faculty of Tourism shared and discussed the data and information of their respective degrees. Elena Molis, Vice dean of International Relation presented Internationalization Strategy of UGR. Angel, Professor of English from Faculty of Economics and Business help to visit the Alhambra palace and general life. Domingo Barrera Rosillo, Director, Centre for Development Cooperation Initiatives and responsible of mobilities with Myanmar of Erasmus+ and Jose Martinez Aroza, International Credit mobility Coordinator explained about the Erasmus + and informed to apply as mobility staff and student. Pedro Garcia, responsible of Internationalization of the international School of Postgraduate Studies explained about the Internationalization of UGR. Jorge, Director of Innovation Teaching presented the Teacher Development Project.

3. Returning to your home country

Please describe how you plan to apply the knowledge and experience acquired during your mobility upon your return to your home country.

Actually we and also Dr Soe Thu hope to retrain other colleagues in our department from our experience when we come back to University. But we can share just our visiting experience in Granada, Spain not only to colleagues but also to our students. If I’ll have a chance, I hope to attend training course or workshop especially concern Tourism and Hospitality Management as Spain is one of the world’s top tourism areas.
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